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because you see a couple of trainers with
logos associated with your breed, youre

interested in learning more about a particular
breed. this is where youll find the forum. each
forum is a social media site that allows all of

us to stay connected to one another. youll find
training advice, tips, and stories as well as

general pet topics. we can also stay connected
to our trainers through their blog or even their

social media. this is a social media platform
for a gathering. forums are a networking

platform for professional pet trainers and dog
lovers. if you post any pictures on the forum,

be aware of your safety and the safety of
others. posting professional images of dogs is

ok, but posting images of dogs posing with
drugs, alcohol, fighting, or people who are
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threatening is not. when you are stuck in the
mire of worrying about something you have

the power to change, its a struggle to work out
the solution.in these times, take a moment to

think about what the consequences of not
making it work are. consequences such as

shutting down your business, no longer being
your own boss, and having to go back to the 9
to 5 you started your own training business to

escape.when fear strikes and you have the
ability to control what is happening, or at least

influence it, take some time to motivate
yourself by considering the alternatives if you
fold now. when great things happen, its pure

joy announcing them to pet owners across the
world! fear free pets, whose mission is to take

pet out of petrified, has launched a new
program that will teach dogs (and other pets)
to enjoy veterinary visits. drum roll, please!
theyve launched a fear free animal trainer

certification program for qualified dog trainers,
which is a huge step in the right direction for

everyone.
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you can learn from our trainers without being
a complete novice. youll learn to read signs
and correct stress because of them without
realizing it, and we help you to learn how to
implement positive reinforcement, which is
the basis of our training. youll also learn to

read body language, how to judge the
appropriate exercise for a given dog and

others, and how to teach what you learn. our
methods are completely balanced to prevent
any dog lover from having a problem. even if
youre a dog lover, you can use our tips and

get some very practical, important and
relevant knowledge. but dont go for the quick
fix - it wont work because it doesnt recognize

that breed-specific behavior is different.
accepting responsibility and getting right

down to what you want is the start of what it
takes to make it happen. im not the most hard
core or motivational expert around, but part of

what it means to be successful is to learn to
let go and control what you can control. its a
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call to action that reminds me of the message
we learned in elementary school: wake up,

clean your room, and brush your teeth. if you
do this every day, you’ll be ready for the next
day and feel prepared to deal with things as
they come. fear free means being capable of
facing life's setbacks. it means rising above

the worst that can happen and staying ready
to deal with challenges as they come.fear free

is not the absence of fear; it is the ability to
control one's response to the things that scare

us. fear free training is a way to learn to do
this at every level of our training. the more we
apply what we have learned, the easier it is to

maintain our ability to deal with fear.
5ec8ef588b
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